
Ali Shan Oolong Comparison 11/24/2014 

阿里山 

Initial Facts: Both of these teas were bought at the same time and have been in my possession since. 

One tea was opened right after purchase as the drinking tea for the tea trip in 2014. It has been in my 

bag and on my body since, going through everything I have been through. Both remained in their 

original packaging. The other tea was just opened today for this experiment. The tea has been slightly 

roasted.  

Experiment procedure: In similar gaiwans. Similar amounts. Spring water. Just boiled water. Side by side 

tasting. Rinse mouth between teas with boiled water. 3 Brews  

Test: If there is any difference in the opened tea in original bag vs a sealed tea in original bag. 

Opened bag from May 2014 (#1) Recently Opened 11/24/2014 (#2) 

Smell: After opening, smells a little light 
 In Gaiwan: Smells Rounder with more depth 

Smell: Pretty fragrant in the bag, bot so much in 
gaiwan 
Gaiwan: A lot sharper smell.  

Smaller leaves – End of bag  Bigger leaves - Beginning of bag 

1st Brew: First to brew/Shorter 
Tastes so much stronger and rounder  

1st Brew: Second to brew  
Tastes was strong/tiny bit of bitterness. 
Nutty/Plum 

2nd Brew: Second to Brew  
Still Strong and kicking 

2nd Brew: First to brew.  
Was a lot smoother than the other. Strength sort 
of building but still less.  

3rd Brew: Started to fall off, but still clean and 
positive feeling in the mouth 

3rd Brew: Best brew so far. Effervescence/Activity 
building on the tongue and other areas of the 
mouth  

- More front part of the tongue  
Cooling and Clean 

Final Thoughts:  
More round and fine to drink.  
After comparing it to the other tea I can sort of 
see the difference in a just opened tea and a tea 
that has been opened for some time. The 
difference in activity maybe the key. It seemed 
the opened tea sort have lost it over time 

Final Thoughts: 
It was best in the last brew with the activity 
becoming clearer and being really smooth to 
drink.  

 

Conclusion. No other choice but to keep drinking the recently opened one since the other is sort of 

gone. There were slight differences in tastes, nothing major. Nothing super from the surroundings.  I 

wouldn’t say that tea went stale.  

Other Notes: There was a difference in temperature of gaiwans initially. May have affect initial smell. 

Leaf size difference. The older one was towards the end of the bag.  

Next Test: Storage in tin and storage in glass. I will split the bag I just opened and put it in a new glass jar 

and the other sealed for the winter.   


